Organic is
falling short in
key areas
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•

Enforcement
– Pasture Rule
– Soil Health
– Fraud

New Regulations

•
•
•

True outdoor access for organic
poultry
Level playing field in organic
dairy (Origin of Livestock)
Prohibit systems based on
highly-soluble nitrogen
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•

Process

•
•
•
•

USDA should implement recommendations from the National
Organic Standards Board (NOSB)
NOSB should have level of autonomy from USDA
Independent and transparent oversight of the USDA National
Organic Program accreditation process
Continuous improvement should be built into organic
Lack of diversity and participation from farmers of color in
organic movement
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The organic
label is unique

•
•
•
•

Comprehensive government standards
Third- party certification and inspection process
Public & transparent process for setting standards
Government resources to tackle complex import
fraud situation and other enforcement issues
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Organic Certification is…
Animal
Welfare

Animals must have access to outdoors and opportunity to engage in
“natural behaviors”

Pasture-Based Ruminants required to graze on pasture at least 120 days per year & have
access to outdoors
Fertilizers &
Pesticides

All synthetic fertilizers and nearly all synthetic pesticides prohibited

Biodiversity

Farmers are required to conserve wetlands, woodlands, and wildlife

Soil Health
Fair Labor
Practices

Farmers are required to foster soil fertility using cover crops and crop
rotations
Not included in organic law; but impacts on human health, including
farmworkers, are considered

Antibiotics &
Hormones

No antibiotics or artificial hormones used in livestock, crop, orchard
production

Health
Impacts

Nearly all artificial flavors, colors, & preservatives prohibited

Prohibitions

GE crops and materials derived from GE organisms, sewage sludge, and
irradiation are prohibited
Regulated by federal law; public process for setting organic standards

Process
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Why continue to invest in USDA
organic?
The organic law and regulations provide a systems-based
approach for transforming our food and farm system

Success in marketplace and consumer demand

Farmer livelihoods
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It is up to us to…
•

•

•

Build a stronger, more
diverse, and more
powerful movement.
Engage in the legislative,
regulatory, and public
processes that govern
organic.
Demand that organic live
up to the principles
underlying the organic
movement.

Key
Opportunities
HEALTHY SOIL IS THE CORNERSTONE OF
ORGANIC AGRICULTURE
• The organic law and regulations require
that certified organic farms use soilbuilding practices that sequester carbon
and increase resilience.
• The regulations also prohibit the use of
synthetic fertilizers and pesticides,
which are significant contributors to
greenhouse gas emissions and can
harm soil life.
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Organic Agriculture is a Climate
Change Solution

“Given its potential for reducing carbon
emissions, enhancing soil fertility and
improving climate resilience, Organic
Agriculture should form the basis of
comprehensive policy tools for
addressing the future of global nutrition
and addressing climate change.”
IFOAM-Organics International

Research has shown that if the standard
practices used by organic farmers to maintain
and improve soils were implemented globally,
it would increase soil organic carbon pools by
an estimated 2 billion tons per year – the
equivalent of 12% of the total annual GHG
emissions, worldwide!
Schonbeck, M. et al. (2018) Soil Health and Organic Farming,
Organic Practices for Climate Mitigation, Adaptation, and
Carbon Sequestration, Organic Farming Research Foundation, p.
42.
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Climate
Action
Proposals

1.

Incentivize the transition to
organic.
▪ Expand certification costshare assistance
▪ National mentorship
program
▪ Land access

2.

Close loopholes and tighten
organic standards and
enforcement.
▪ Enforcement of soil health
provisions
▪ Pasture-based systems
▪ Eliminate incentives to
convert native ecosystems
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A more diverse and inclusive
organic movement will be
better-positioned to meet
current and future
challenges.
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NOC acknowledges the institutional racism that has formed our current
agricultural landscape and food system, robbed indigenous peoples and other
people of color of their land, enslaved and systematically disenfranchised
people of color, and continues to impact people’s relationships with their food,
their communities, and with one another as individuals. We acknowledge our
own privilege, as currently mostly white, middle class, educated people who
were born in the United States.
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We will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Listen to how the organic movement is perceived among diverse groups, be
present in, and support spaces led by people of color.
Understand the history of institutionalized racism and white supremacy, and how
this has led to the inequities in organic food and agriculture that continue to the
present day.
Seek information regarding the ways in which current policies are impacting the
demographics of the organic industry.
Work to diversify NOC membership and NOC affiliates to include organizations and
businesses focused on racial equity and social justice.
Train ourselves and our community so that we can be effective advocates and
allies.
Become vigilant regarding race and social justice issues that we, as organic
advocates, support and promote through our work.
Build processes to help us view the work through a lens that evaluates impacts
and opportunities from racial, class, and gender perspectives.
Create paths for leadership and influence in organic food and farming for people
of color, in partnership with other organizations.
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Please join us in the fight to keep organic strong!
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NOC’s Strengths
• Independent farmer, consumer, environmental voices + progressive industry participants
• Collaborative
• Deep engagement with organic regulations
• DC presence and advocacy
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NOC’s biannual meetings serve as a premier event for organic leaders
and bring together diverse stakeholder groups to promote dialogue
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Make your
voice heard
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Join the NOC email list
for action alerts
Submit comments
Submit a complaint
Build a relationship with
your Representative and
Senators
Become a Network
Affiliate

Maddie Kempner, NOC Member & Policy
Advisor for NOFA-VT, meets with Senator
Leahy (D-VT) about organic issues

Participate in the work
of the National Organic
Standards Board
– Submit written
comments
– Give oral testimony
– Attend a meeting
– Participate in the
NOC Pre-NOSB
meeting
– Serve on the NOSB

2020 NOSB Meetings

Spring: Crystal City, Virginia, on April 29 – May 1
Pre-NOSB Meeting - April 28

Fall: Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on October 27-29
Pre-NOSB Meeting – October 26
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Contact Us
Abby Youngblood
Executive Director, National Organic Coalition
Abby@NationalOrganicCoalition.org
Cell: 646-525-7165

www.NationalOrganicCoalition.org
Twitter: @NationalOrganic

Facebook:
Facebook.com/NationalOrganicCoalition
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A systems-based
approach

“Organic agriculture is an ecological production
management system that promotes and enhances
biodiversity, biological cycles and soil biological activity. It
is based on minimal use of off-farm inputs and on
management practices that restore, maintain and enhance
ecological harmony.”

